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Looking for a heavy duty snowblower with lots of options and quality construction? Both
models are perfect for personal use and are compact enough to store away between seasons.
However, they can both come through and perform admirably in commercial situations as well.
At pounds these are not lightweight snowblowers, but they both feature the impressive Honda
GX engine. Also featuring a inch clearing width, the Honda HA makes short work of snowy
driveways and walkways, or even parking lots. Honda has also incorporated heavy-duty ice
breaking augers that are contained in a metal housing, so no matter what Mother Nature throws
at you this snowblower can handle it. Overall, Honda has ensured that this snowblower can get
through the worst ice and snow without slowing down with snow jams or broken parts. Able to
throw snow an incredible 46 feet, operators will have a blast firing snow across their yards, and
the chute can rotate up to degrees for optimal snow placement. As with all Honda machines, the
HS is made to last, and is worth the investment for the years of quality snow removal it will give
you. So which model should you choose? The answer depends on the surface you plan to use
your snowblower on, as the HATA comes with a track drive system that helps you get around,
although it is a few hundred dollars more. So, if you are using your snowblower on variable
inclined surfaces, or have to get around multiple corners the HATA may be the model for you.
On the other hand, without the track drive system the HSWA model does have its advantages,
as in 4 more inches of clearance. In conclusion, if you have the need to clear a lot of snow, fast
and want a snowblower from a company that is known for producing long-lasting machines
then the Honda HA snowblower will exceed your expectations. Before you balk at the sticker
price think of all the hours of use you are going to get out of this machine, and whether it is
worth the headache to buy something less robust from a less reliable brand. At the very least
see if you and your neighbor can go in on one together â€” because if you live in an area with
heavy snow this is one machine you are going to be thankful for! Share Comments Specs. Get
Snowblower. Like SnowBlower. Related Posts. Privacy Policy. Do Not Sell My Data. Manage
Consent. Choose your model below. Both are hydrostatic, infinitely variable drive models, with
an OHV commercial grade 6. With a dry weight of Honda power equipment is well-known in the
industry as dependable and long-lasting. Built with advanced engineering, the HSA snowblower
is extremely durable. However, just like with any other piece of machinery, normal wear and tear
can cause a part to malfunction. To maintain prime performance of your snowblower, you will
need to replace the part properly. There are a few differences between original equipment
manufacturer OEM and aftermarket parts that you will need to be aware of in order to make an
informed decision about which type to purchase. Honda OEM parts are made at a higher quality
than aftermarket parts. Each part is made according to the exact specifications from the
manufacturer and are often covered by a warranty. Even though these parts are sometimes
more costly than generic parts, the additional expense is made up in long term value and peace
of mind. Aftermarket parts are typically lower quality parts. These parts are rarely covered under
warranty and may put your equipment and safety at risk. Required Information for Ordering
Parts. When ordering a part for your snowblower, you will need the model number and serial
number. The specifications, features, and design of the equipment are indicated by this
information. The model number indicates equipment specifications. The HS simply stands for
Honda Snowblower. The 7 indicates the horsepower rounded to the nearest whole number. The
T stands for track drive. The W stands for wheel drive, and the A stand for American market
production. The different model versions are indicated by the frame serial number, which is
located near the lower handle bar on the back of the snowblower. Where to Order. Once you
have obtained your model information, you can order your part through Honda Lawn Parts. The
first method is to use the parts diagram to locate the part you need. Regardless of which
method you utilize, you are sure to find the compatible part you need for your Honda
snowblower. The process is efficient and easy to understand. A replacement part will be
shipped to you in no time. Site Powered by vNext Technologies , Inc. Not a Member Yet? Start
Here. Sign In my account. The Choice Between OEM and Aftermarket Parts There are a few
differences between original equipment manufacturer OEM and aftermarket parts that you will
need to be aware of in order to make an informed decision about which type to purchase.
Required Information for Ordering Parts When ordering a part for your snowblower, you will
need the model number and serial number. Where to Order Once you have obtained your model
information, you can order your part through Honda Lawn Parts. Hello Sign in and enjoy all the
member benefits right now. Sign In Not a Member Yet? Starting is easy - even in cold weather.
Automotive-style DC electric key starting makes your snow blower even easier. These models
also come standard with recoil pull-start, for back up purposes. Two-stage snow blowers use a
fast spinning impeller in the discharge duct to throw snow faster and farther. The HSS has a
larger impeller diameter for increased snow removal - offering throwing distances that exceed
many competitors. The combination of Honda 's GX series engine, optimized impeller pulley,

and 90 degree impeller wing dramatically optimizes Honda's HSS series snow throwing
capacity. Dual track drive provides exceptional traction through most snow conditions. Pliable,
low temperature rubber tracks with sure-gripping cleats, providing solid traction and ideal
balance. Perfect for complete control on inclines, rough or uneven ground, and icy conditions.
Provides a stable platform for attacking hard packed snow and ice. The all-new auger height
control lever allows you to easily adjust auger housing height with just the press of a thumb.
Variable positions let you choose the best height for different surface conditions. Raise the
auger for uneven clearing surfaces. Or lower the auger to clear down to the pavement or cut
through hard packed snow - without riding up on the snow being removed. The auger height
control gives you the ability to match the snow blower to your needs. Control of forward and
reverse speed is simplicity itself with Honda's hydrostatic transmission. Just move the lever
forward or backward to go in the direction you want, at the speed you want. Infinitely variable
speed means it's easy to pick a speed to match your snow conditions and personal preference.
There's no shifting, and the ground speed doesn't affect the auger rotation speed. It's easy to
control, and virtually maintenance free. The all-new electric 4-direction joystick chute control
lets you reposition the chute on the go. With up to degrees of rotation, the joystick chute
control allows you to clear snow faster and more efficiently. Left and right control levers
provide easy and intuitive steering control. The steering control levers also provide easy
movement and transport, even with the engine off. Just pull and hold both levers for neutral,
then easily roll the snow blower. The HSS offers ergonomically-designed controls for operator
convenience and safety. Controls are conveniently laid out and easy to reach. Honda's snow
blowers are equipped with ice breaking, heavy-duty, serrated augers. To enhance performance
and durability, the auger shaft is bearing supported. The HSS's auger drive shaft and impeller
blower are protected by easily replaceable offset shear bolts. Should the auger engage a solid
object, the shear bolt will break to prevent auger or impeller shaft damage. Honda's addition of
a pneumatic gas strut to the auger height control system gives the user smooth and accurate
auger housing adjustment. One hand drive control allows you to easily adjust snow direction
and distance with the chute controls. The throttle control lever provides manual control of the
engine speed. Provides exceptional lighting and high visibility in all conditions. The LED light
offers performance and a lifespan that competitors' incandescent bulbs can't touch. Reversible,
heavy-duty skid shoes provide twice the wear of regular skid shoes. The articulated discharge
chute offers precise direction and distance control of snow. Enjoy Honda durability with
automotive-grade steel side auger housing and discharge chute. The HSS offers a large, easy to
fill gas tank with a glove-friendly gas cap. Conveniently located clearing tool in the unlikely
event the chute becomes obstructed with slushy wet snow or ice. You can rest easy, knowing
your snow blower is covered from top to bottom for 3 full years. Information about Honda's
response to Covid Shop Local. Buy Online. Compare Products. Exceptional throwing distance:
49 ft. Clear up to pounds per minute The combination of Honda 's GX series engine, optimized
impeller pulley, and 90 degree impeller wing dramatically optimizes Honda's HSS series snow
throwing capacity. Track drive offers the best traction and control available Dual track drive
provides exceptional traction through most snow conditions. Learn More. Auger Height Control:
Variable auger heights for unbeatable clearing ability. Hydrostatic drive: Pick the right speed for
you, with an easy single lever control Control of forward and reverse speed is simplicity itself
with Honda's hydrostatic transmission. Electric Joystick Chute Control: Easy to adjust snow
distance and direction The all-new electric 4-direction joystick chute control lets you reposition
the chute on the go. Fingertip steering: easy control, even with the engine off Left and right
control levers provide easy and intuitive steering control. Convenient controls The HSS offers
ergonomically-designed controls for operator convenience and safety. Ice breaking, heavy duty
serrated auger Honda's snow blowers are equipped with ice breaking, heavy-duty, serrated
augers. Auger protection system The HSS's auger drive shaft and impeller blower are protected
by easily replaceable offset shear bolts. Pneumatic gas strut Honda's addition of a pneumatic
gas strut to the auger height control system gives the user smooth and accurate auger housing
adjustment. Easy to reach throttle control The throttle control lever provides manual control of
the engine speed. Reversible Skid Shoes Reversible, heavy-duty skid shoes provide twice the
wear of regular skid shoes. Articulated chute The articulated discharge chute offers precise
direction and distance control of snow. Steel reinforced auger housing Enjoy Honda durability
with automotive-grade steel side auger housing and discharge chute. Large gas tank with
glove-friendly cap The HSS offers a large, easy to fill gas tank with a glove-friendly gas cap.
Chute Clearing Tool Conveniently located clearing tool in the unlikely event the chute becomes
obstructed with slushy wet snow or ice. Engine Honda GX Displacement cc. Fuel capacity 0.
Drive Mechanism Hydrostatic, Infinitely variable. Clutch type Hydrostatic. Steering System
Steering Clutches. Auger Overload Protection Shear Bolts. Stages 2. Chute Deflector

Articulation Single Articuled. Clearing Width Clearing Height Discharge Distance 49 ft.
Discharge Capacity lb. Dimensions L x W x H Dry Weight lb. AT ; lb. Residential Warranty 3
years. Commercial Warranty 3 years. Battery Tender. Drift Breaker Kit. Resin Skid Shoe Kit.
Serial Number. How to Videos. Connect with Us. Shopping Tools. Honda Products. Customer
Support. Company Info. Need a snowblower quick? Slipping and sliding is eliminated with the
track drive system that provides excellent traction. Your speed can match the snow conditions
for faster removal with the hydrostatic transmission that offers infinitely variable speeds. Plus,
you can discharge snow up to 46 ft. For more information, go to Please be aware that the
manufacturer may decide to change these specs at any given time without notice. Delivers
warmth, comfort, and protection, in cold and wet conditions. Remains flexible down to -4
degrees. Size: Medium. Description: Fits two-stage snow blowers up to 31 inches wide. Fast
slip-on protection. Protects against rain and snow, sun damage, dust, tree sap and birds. Elastic
shock cord in bottom hem for a quick, custom-like fit. Handy integrated stuff sack. Heavy-duty
fabric won't shrink or stretch. Fabric is coated for maximum water resistance. Description:
Snow-Jet is specially formulated to solve the age-old problem of snow sticking to snowblowers,
shovels, plows and other snow equipment. Easy to apply-just shake and spray! You'll work less
and your snow equipment will run more efficiently too. Size: Large. Size: Extra Large. The
easy-to-use hand trigger and large capacity hopper allow you to drop ice-melt granules only
where needed. Description: Most two-stage snow throwers. Freeze-resistant, super-clear vinyl
windows. Please no repair questions. Thank you. Subscribe to our email newsletter to receive
promotions, helpful DIY articles, and special offers. Contact Us Help. Track Drive: Exceptional
traction is offered with this snow blower to eliminate slipping and sliding in any snow condition.
Heavy Duty Serrated Augers: Heavy-duty serrated metal augers are made for ice breaking and
enhanced performance. Auger Height Adjuster: 3 different auger positions are available for
optimum performance. The up position allows for clearing of surfaces when direct ground
contact is not desirable. The middle position can be used for any snow removal conditions. And
the down position creates direct contact with the surface for removal of ice and packed snow
build-up. Hydrostatic Transmission: Choose your speed with infinitely variable speed control
that matches your snow conditions for faster clearing. Clearing Ability: Clear snow quickly and
efficiently with a 24 inch clearing width and a Control Levers: Adjust the ground speed with a
single lever without affecting the auger rotation speed. Precise operation is offered with the
individual throttle and choke controls for various weather conditions. Part Number: Description:
Snow-Jet is specially formulated to solve the age-old problem of snow sticking to snowblowers,
shovels, plows and other snow equipment. Connect With Us:. Snow Jet Spray 11 oz. Quick
Links. Honda power equipment snowblowers owner's manual 41 pages. Summary of Contents
for Honda HS Page 2 The engine exhaust from this product contains chemicals known to the
State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. Page 3
Congratulations on your selection of a Hondasnowblower. We are certain you will be pleased
with your purchase of one of the finest snowblowers on the market. We want to help you get the
best results from your new snowblower and to operate it safely. And using this snowblower
safely is an important responsibility. To help you make informed decisions about safety, we
have provided operating procedures and other information on labels and in this manual. This
information alerts you to potential hazards that could hurt you or others. Most accidents with
snowblowers can be prevented if you follow all instructions in this manual and on the
snowblower. Page 9 Operating Conditions Do not use the snowblower when visibility is poor.
Under conditions of poor visibility, there is a greater risk of striking an obstacle or causing
injury. Adjust the snow discharge chute to avoid hitting passing bystanders or vehicles. Stay
clear of the snow discharge chute while the engine is running. Read them carefully. If a label
comes Honda snowblower dealer for a replacement. When the snowblower is not in use, always
leave the fuel valve in the OFF position reduce the possibility of fuel The OPEN position
provides the correct fuel mixture for operation after starting, and for restarting a warm engine.
Squeeze When both levers are squeezed, the drive clutch lever locks the auger clutch lever
down. The light does not come ON when the engine switch is turned ON unless the engine is
started. The light can be adjusted up or down. Your safety is your responsibility. A little time
spent in preparation will significantly reduce your risk of injury. Knowledge Read and
understand this manual. Know what the controls do and how to operate them. Familiarize
yourself with the snowblower and its operation before you begin using it. Check the auger
house and the discharge chute for accumulation of packed snow or ice. Clean the auger
housing and discharge chute before starting the snowblower. Objects Anything which can be
picked up by the augers and thrown is a potential hazard to you and others. Look for things like
stones, sticks, bones, nails, and wire, and remove them from the work area. Even if you have
operated other snowblowers, take time to become familiar with how this snowblower works, and

practice in a safe area until you build up your skills. Page 24 3. Turn the fuel valve to the ON
position. Be sure that the drain knob is tightened securely. In cold weather and when the engine
is cold, follow the procedures below. Start the engine. Connect your power cord to the switch
box and the male end of the power cord to a properly grounded To minimize the possibility of
potentially dangerous electrical shocks, always use a 3-conductor power cord with a power
rating of no less than 15 amps. Turn the engine switch to the ON position. Push the starter
button until the engine starts. After the engine starts, disconnect the power cord from the
electrical outlet, and then from the switch box. Do not operate the starter for more than 1
minute. If the engine fails to start, release the button and allow the starter to cool for 15 minutes
before operating it again. Page 27 3. Let the engine warm up for several minutes. While warming
the engine up, also warm the transmission as follows: a. Squeeze the drive clutch lever for
about 30 seconds to warm up the transmission fluid. Page 29 1. Release the auger and drive
clutch levers. The drive and snow Release the auger and drive clutch levers. The drive and
snow mechanism will stop operation. Turn the engine switch to the OFF position. Turn the fuel
valve to the OFF position. Move the throttle lever to the FAST position for normal operation.
Release the auger clutch lever, and move the shift lever to select the desired drive speed. Low
speed is recommended for removing deep or hardpacked snow. Squeeze the drive clutch lever
to self-propel the snowblower. Release the clutch levers to stop clearing or moving. Do not
reduce engine speed while clearing snow. Operating tips for clearing hard or deep snow:
Reduce forward speed. If that is not sufficient, use the shift lever to clear snow with a back and
forth motion. Before removing the obstruction, be sure to stop the engine, and make sure that
all rotating parts have come to a complete stop. It will also help reduce air pollution. To help you
properly care for your snowblower, the following pages include a maintenanceschedule, routine
inspection procedures, and simple maintenanc procedures using basic hand tools. However, we
cannot warn you of every conceivable hazard that Only you can decide whether or not you
should perform a given task. Failure to properly follow maintenance instructions and
precautions can cause you to be seriously hurt or killed. Spare shear bolts and nuts are also
located in the tool kit. Wipe up spills immediately. Unleaded gasoline produces fewer engine
and spark plug deposits and extends exhaust system life. Check the oil level shown on the
dipstick. Place the snowblower on a level surface. If your snowblower is the track type, use the
foot pedal page 14 to raise the engine. With the engine in a level position, fill to the outer edge
of the oil filler hole with the recommended oil page Hydrostatic fluid expands and contracts with
changes in temperature. It is normal for the fluid level to rise above the UPPER limit mark when
snowblower operation warms the transmission. Unscrew the reservoir cap and remove the seal.
Be careful to prevent dirt, water, or snow from entering the reservoir. If the engine has been
running, the muffler will be very hot. Be careful not to touch the muffler. Measure the plug gap
with a feeler gauge. Correct as necessary by bending the side electrode. The gap should be: 0.
With the snowblower resting on its tracks, check track deflection by pressing down midway
between the wheels with a force of 33 Ib 15 kg. Check the tire pressure. Tire pressure: 8. Place
the snowblower on a firm, level surface. Turn the engine switch OFF, and remove the cap from
the spark plug. Clean the auger and blower of snow, ice or any other foreign particles.
Inspection 1. Raise the auger housing off the ground. For track-type snowblowers, step foot
pedal, and set the auger in the middle position. Loosen the skid shoe nuts, and adjust the skid
shoes to obtain the auger ground clearance for snow conditions recommended below. The
following steps will help to keep rust and corrosion from impairing your snowblower's function
and appearance, and will make the engine easier to start when you use the snowblower again.
Cleaning 1. Page Fuel Fuel Gasoline will oxidize and deteriorate in storage. Old gasoline will
cause hard starting, and it leaves gum deposits that clog the fuel system. If the gasoline in your
snowblower deteriorates during storage, you may need to have the carburetor and other fuel
system components serviced or replaced. The length of time that gasoline can be left in your
fuel tank and carburetor without causing functional problems will vary with such factors as
gasoline blend, your storage temperatures, and whether the fuel tank is partially or If only
partially filled, air in the tank will promote fuel deterioration during storage. If you
keepacontainer of gasoline for refueling, be sure that it containsonly fresh gasoline. Page 57
Draining the Fuel Tank and Carburetor 1. Place an approved gasoline container below the
carburetor, and use a funnel to avoid spilling fuel. Loosen the carburetor drain knob, then move
the fuel valve lever to the ON position. Drain the until the fuel tank is empty. Change the engine
oil page Remove the spark plug page Pour a tablespoon 5 clean engine oil into the cylinder. Pull
the starter rope slowly several times to distribute the oil. Select a well- ventilated storage area
away from any appliance that operates with a flame, such as a furnace, water heater, or clothes
dryer. The loading ramp must be long enough so that its slope is 15" Step on the foot pedal, and
raise the auger to the HIGH position page Maneuver the snowblower into line with the loading

ramp. Run the snowblower slowly up the loading ramp. Be careful to avoid striking the chute or
other parts of the machine. Check power cord. Starter operates, but engine will not start Check
throttle position and choke. Check fuel delivery to engine. Check fuel condition. Check for
spark. Possible cause No electriccurrent from outlet. Snowblowing cutting swath to large for
snow conditions. Check auger housing. Check spark plugs Check choke position. Check
hydrostatic transmission fluid level. Check shift lever for position. Check drive clutch lever.
Fluid level is low. Checkauger housing. Check drive belt and primary belt. Snow not discharging
properly Check throttle position. Check shear bolts. Check snowblower drive belt. Check snow
conditions. Possible cause Shear bolts broken. Check ground speed. Engine stalls when auger
clutch lever is set to ON Check throttle position. Possible cause snowblower moving too fast for
snow conditions. Possible cause Engine running too slow. Performance will decrease, and fuel
consumption will increase. A very rich mixture will also foul the spark plug and cause hard
starting. Operation at an altitude that differs from that at which this engine was certified, for
extended periods of time, may increase emissions. These gasolines are collectively referred to
as oxygenated fuels. To meet clean air standards, some areas of the United States and Canada
use oxygenated fuels to help reduce emissions. Control of hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen
is very impor- tant because, under certain conditions, they react to form photochemical smog
when subjected to sunlight. Hard starting or stalling after starting. Rough idle. Misfiring or
backfiring under load. Afterburning backfiring. The bar graph is intended to provide you, our
customer, the ability to compare the emissions performance of available engines. You may
order them from your Hondasnowblower dealer. Shop Manual This manual covers complete
maintenance and overhaul procedures. It is intended to be used by a skilled technician. They
should be able to answer any question you may have. This manual is also suitable for: Hs Hs Hs
Hs Print page 1 Print document 81 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Part Number: ZE In Stock, 1
available. In Stock, 3 available. Part Number: ZL Ships in 1 - 14 business days. In Stock, 2
available. Part Number: In Stock, 5 available. In Stock, 6 available. Part Number: Z0V Part
Number: Z0T In Stock, 15 available. Part Number: ZF Part Number: ZH In Stock, 23 available.
Part Number: ZG In Stock, 8 available. Part Number: Z4K Part Number: Z4V Part Number: Z4M In
Stock, 4 available. In Stock, 11 available. Part Number: ZE2-H Not Available for Retail Sale. In
Stock, 13 available. Part Number: ZH7-A In Stock, 18 available. Part Number: ZK7-S Part
Number: ZH7-W Part Number: ZL0-H Backorder: No ETA. Part Number: Z2F-T In Stock, 9
available. Part Number: H. In Stock, 7 available. Part Number: ZK Part Number: ZA Part Number:
ZF1-H In Stock, 17 available. Part Number: S. In Stock, 24 available. Part Number: Z4F Part
Number: M. In Stock, 10 available. In Stock, 20 available. Part Number: A. Part Number: A Part
Number: KV Part Number: V Part Number: E Part Number: C Part Number: B Part Number:
A10ZA. P
toyota corolla electrical problems
2008 acura tl type s manual
mountaineer 2005
art Number: P4V Part Number: G. Part Number: VA Part Number: S Part Number: MA Part
Number: SG9-E Part Number: VW Part Number: VD Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign
in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart.
Preferred Partners of. Honda Snowblower Parts. Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout.
Search within model. Cylinder Head. Add to Cart. Guide- Ex. Cylinder Assy. Governor Assy.
Washer-Drain Plug Crankcase Cover. Cover Assy. Cap Assy. O-Ring - 23X2. Crankshaft, Piston.
Ring Set- Piston - 0. Piston - 0. Rod Assy. Camshaft Assy. Valve- In. Valve- Ex. Retainer- Ex.
Recoil Starter. Starter Assy. Fan Cover. Carburetor Assy. Fuel Tank. Tube- Fuel - 4. Bulk
Hose-Fuel Flywheel, Ignition Coil. Coil Assy. Control Assy. Bush 13x Pin, Split 3. Switch Assy.
Key Assy. Change Lever. Plate, R. Plate, L. Pin- Split - 2. Washer, Plain 8x23x3. Driven Pulley.
Stopper, R. Stopper, L. Hydrostatic Transmission. Transmission Assy. Case, Rr. Gasket, Rr.

